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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLtNAE 
26,4 (1985) 
COUNTABLE HAUSDORFF SPACES WITH COUNTABLE WEIGHT 
Vera TRNKOVA 
Abstract: We show that every countable commutative semigroup 
admits a productive representation in the class of countable Haus-
dorff spaces with countable weight. As a consequence, we obtain a 
countable Hausdorff space X with countable weight, homecmorphic 
to X x X x X but not to XxX. 
Key words: Countable Hausdorff space. 
Classification: 54B10, 54G15 
I. Preliminaries and the Main Theorem, Let (S9+) be a commu-
tative semigroupt X be a category with finite products, *£ a class 
of its objects. A collection 
*X(s)lseS$ 
of objects of <C is called a productive representation of (S,+) 
iS *t it 
(i) for every s 1 ts 2cS f K S ^ X K B ^ is isomorphic to 
X(s1+82)i 
(ii) if s-j-f B 2, then X(s . | ) is not isomorphic to X(s2). 
The field of problems which commutative semigroups have producti-
ve representations in which categories generalises some problems 
investigated e.g. by S. Ulam LU] , A. Tar ski ClO.)9C1tJ9 1, Hanf 
C3.1t B« Jonsson [4]fC539 A.L.S. Corner C2J9 J. Ketonen £6J9 R.S. 
Pierce [91 and others, tor example, if the represented semigroup 
(S9+) is a oyelic group ©2- <C09U of order 2 (i.e. 1+1 • 0) and 
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4X(0)#X(1 )J Is its productive representation, then X«-X(1)» 
• X(1+1+1) is isomorphic to X**» Xx Xx X hut not isomorphic to 
X2«XxXo-X(1+1) - X(0). 
In 1153» a survey of results concerning productive repre-
sentations of commutative semigroups in classes of topological 
spaces was presented and six open problems concerning this topic 
were formulated. Let us mention that some of them have been al-
ready solved, namely Problem 1 in [73, Problem 2 in £163and Pro-
blem 4 in C83. Here, we solve Problem 5 aboud productive repre-
sentations in the class of countable spaces with countable weight. 
Problems 3 and 6 of [153remain open. 
Let us recall here the situation concerning classes of coun-
table topological spaces. If a countable metrizable space X is 
homeomorphic to X , then it is homeomorphic to X f by £133. On 
the other hand, 
every countable commutative semigroup has a productive re-
presentation in the class of all countable paracompact spaces. 
This is proved in 1143. The construction in 1143 uses an infinite 
collection of pairwise incomparable ultrafliters (in the RUdin-
Keisler order) on a countable set and the constructed represent-
ing spaces are far from having countable weight. The result con-
cerning countable spaces with countable weight la much weaker. 
By(15]t every countable commutative semigroup has a productive 
representation in the class of all countable T-j-spaces with coun-
table weight. 
In this assertion, T.^-spaces cannot be replaced by T^-spaces 
becauee a Tyopace with countable weight is me tri .table and, ae 
mentioned above, the group o-, has no productive representation 
in the class of countable metrizable spaces. Problem 5 of [153 
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is to fill up the gap between T-j-spaces and Tyspaces. The aim 
of the present paper is to prove the following 
Main Theorem* Every countable commutative semigroup has a 
productive representation in the class of all countable Tg-spa-
ces with countable weight. 
Let us sketch the contents of the next parts of the paper. 
In II, we introduce the notion of irregularity degree of a topo-
logical space and investigate its basic properties. By means of 
this new topological invariant we prove in III and I? the above 
Main Theorem. In III. we construct the representing spaces, in 
IV we prove that they really form a productive representation in 
the class of all Countable Hausdorff Spaces with Countable Weight 
(let us use the name CHSCW for this class). In the part IV, we 
present some strengthenings and generalizations of the Main The-
orem. 
II. The irregularity degree id. 
II. 1. The inductive definition of the irregularity degree 
of a topological space P (similar in its form to the definition 
of ind - the small inductive dimension) is as follows (I denotes 
the closure of A). 
id 0 m -1 
If x e P then 
idp x£ n s for every neighbourhood % of x in P 
there ex i s t s a neighbourhood V of x i n P such that 
i d ( 1 T \ U ) ^ n - H 
id V6 n =5 for every x e Pf idp x A n* 
idp x • n m idp x £ n and non (idp x£n - 1 ) | 
id P • n m id P^-n and non ( id P*&n - 1 ) . 
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Since in our constructions in III and IV we are interested only 
in spaces with f ini te irregularity degreef we simply put 
id P • oo s for no natural number n, id P^ n. 
Observation, id P£0«=a>P la regular. 
The proofs of the following lemmas are straightforward in-
ductions; the cases n - 0 and n • oo are usually tr ivial , so we 
shall indicate in each case the induction step. 
II .2 . Lemma. If Q£Pf then id Q^id P. 
Proof. Use the inequality 
Vr\ QQ \ (UoQ) £ 1fp\ It . 
- ^ • 3 . Lemma. If P » P-jU P2 and P1, P2 are closed, then 
id P m max Hd P1 f id P2 \ . 
Proof. I t suffices to show that idp x.£max 4 id P.j f id P2i 
for each x £ P . Por x€ P̂ S *j~± i t follows readily that idp x » 
• idp x so we take 11P1 n P2. Howf use the fact that i f 1A ig » 
P^neighbourhood of x for i*1 f2 f then If i 1̂  u ^ i s a P-neigh-
bourhood of x and if U i s any other neighbourhood then 
^ N U £ ( l T 1 \ ( U n P 1 ) ) u ( r 2
2 \ ( U A P 2 ) ) . 
II.4* Lemma. Let x be a point of P such that 
idp x - i d P « n < c o . 
Then for every neighbourhood % of x 
id %* - n. 
Proof. Straightforward* 
^•5# Proposition-. Let P « P-,x P 2 *0 . fhen 
id P - id P-! • id P2. 
Proof. Piret observe that i f ^ t ^ & P i are open for -U1#2 
and 1/.V-, x Y 2 f %m U^^ll^ then 
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?\U£ ((v^\u,)*vl2)u(V%(vl2\ y^n. 
Then d_ follows in a straightforward way and ^ follows, fixing 
x^e ?^ with idp x^ m id P̂  for i«1 f2 and then, using II .4 f show-
ing that idp(x | tx2)>rid P ^ id ?->. 
11»6. Example. Let m>1 be a natural number. Let us define 
a apace Z as follows: Let {DA i « 0 , . . . fm} be a pairwise disjoint 
system of countable dense subsets of the interval (0,1> of the 
real numbers., l e t B be the set of a l l rational numbers in the in-
terval <-1 t0> • Put 
Z m « B ^ o D i -
Let *£ be the Euclidean metric on Zfll £ <-1 t1> t denote K_ « 
• 4xeZB l ^m(xti_)<- *S\ m The topology of Zm ie defined such that 
i f zeD, t then i t s local base i s {K„ finCUDA| g, > Oh 
i f ss€B\iO„ t then i t s local base ia iK„ * I s > 0 | 9 
S5 f O 
the local base of 0 ia A (- £ t0> u ((0 t e )n Da) | e :>• 0} . 
Observation. Zffl ia an element of the class CHSCW and 
a) i f 2 c D l f then id- s » i 9 
a 
b) s e B \ € 0 } i f f z has a clopen (» closed-and-open) neigh-
bourhood, which i s a regular space* 
c) id- 0 • m| moreoverf 0 ia the unique point z of Zffl with 
the following property: 
id t ? 0 and any neighbourhood of z contains a clopen (in Zffl) 
subset, which i s a regular apace. 
I l l* The baaio constructions* 
111*1 • .first, l e t us describe a method which has been used 
aereral times for constructions of productive representations. 
I s start from a collection £ • ^I^lk €6 )1 of spaces, where co 
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&> 
denotes the set of all nonnegative integers. For every f e o> , 
we put 
X(f) - TT X*(k> f 
i . e . each x£^k* i s the product of f(k) copies of Xk ( i f f(k) • 0, 
then XZr ' i s a one-point space) and X(f) is the product of a l l 
Xk • k e ° * Then» clearly, 
X(f)xX(g) i s homeomorphic to X(f+g). 
Denote by Hi the semigroup of a l l countable infinite subsets A 
of oCJ\ i<D\ (where © i s the function which maps the whole ca 
to 0) with the operation + defined by 
A + B • {f+g I f eA f g€Bj . 
For eTery A e ILL denote by X(A) the coproduot (• a disjoint uni-
on as o lop en subsets) of 5*.0 copies of each X(f) with feA. Then, 
clearly, 
X(A)xX(B) i s homeomorphic to X(A+B) for a l l AfB * Ui -
If the starting collection 9C«-iXfcl.c e a>\ i s constructed such 
that the following implication i s fulf i l led, 
X(A) i0 homeomorphic to X(B) « ^ A « B, 
then {1(A)lA s IU} i s a productiTe representation of (U • And, 
by [123f erery countable oommutatiTe semigroup can be embedded 
into U . 
III .2 . In the present paper, we hare to modify the aboTe 
method because the spaces X(f) are usually uncountable. The idea 
i0 to OAOO00 suitable subspaces, say Y(f)*ef such that s t i l l 
• ( f )*X(g) i s homeomorphic to Y(f+g). 
In our eon0truction, howerer, the topology on the subset of the 
produot i0 also modified a l i t t l e* Thus, l e t us suppose that the 
0tarting oolleotion 9C • iJ^\* * <*>} of elements of CHSCW haa 
been already constructed (this wil l be done in III.3) and le t us 
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suppose that a semigroup S & HI i s given such that i t0 support 
oupp S » A ^ S
A 
i s countable (every countable subsemigroup of (U has countable 
support, of course). Let us describe the spaces X(f) « 
• TV x£* ' in a way more suitable for handling with coordinates. 
For every f e c*> ° \ -fQ\ f denote 
L(f) - $(kfrj)lk e co f ;)«1 f .„. ff(k)? 
and for every Z » (kf j ) c L ( f ) put Z* k. Then, clearly, 
For every f,g£0upp S, we choose a bisection 
^ f § g :L( f ) 0 L(g) —* L(f+g), 
where L(f) 0 L(g) denotes the disjoint union of L(f) and L(g). 
Let us define a map 
ft g «*(*)* X(g) —> X(f+g) 
by 
?f,g(x*y) " z» 
where for every Z e L(f+g), the Z-th coordinate z^ of z ie pre-
cioely the /'-th coordinate of either x or y, with Z''« ̂ f Lfc), 
depending on the fact whether Z' is either in L(f) or in L(g). 
Thus (o* _ only permutes coordinates (so it is a homeomorphism 
* x»g 
of X(f)*X(g) onto X(f+g)). 
If f f g t supp Sf < f i i a f in i te deoompo0ition of L(f) and cf' 
ia a f in i t e decompoeition of L(g) then K (^f g(Z) IZ 6 <? or 
Z c ^ i i s a f in i te decomposition of L(f+g); denote i t by 
<** „(<f & <*")• Converoely, if <f i a a f in i t e deoompoaltion of 
L(f+g)f then U ( f ) A <uf g(Z)IZ € cf* and fL(g) A <u,f W l * *<f J 
form f in i t e decompositions of L(f) and L(g)* l e t us denote them 
For every f t supp S9 we define a countable set 3)(t) of 
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f i n i t e decompositions of the set L(f) as follows (simultaneously 
for a l l f e supp S t by induction): 
2>0(*)««UL(f)\ K j u U k i l k e K i | K i s a f i n i t e subset cf L(f )} f 
a n + 1 ( f ) « 3 n ( f ) u i < t u ^ g j 1 ( < / * ) | g £ s u p p S extd cf<s »n(f+g)J u 
U i ^ g 1 f f f 2 ( r f ) I g€.supp S and < / e S n ( f+g) } U 
u i ^ ^ d ' O c r ' M g . h f c s u p p S , g+h » ff * * 3 n ( * > . * ' e » n ( * > i . 
»<« -*?0*n<«-
Now, l e t us suppose that the starting co l l ec t ion 3C«{Xklkeu>? 
has been constructed such that each X^ i s an element of CHSCW and, 
moreover, 
a) there i s a distinguished i n f i n i t e subset H in each of 
them (the same set for a l l the X^'s ) and 
b) for each k e c*i t a continuous metric 6^ i s given on X^ 
such that diam X-» 1, a l l the metrics ^ t k e c. , coincide .on 
H ( i . e . tf-^ajb)- 6^ (a tb) for a l l k ,k
# e a* t a t beH) and deter-
mine the topology of H. 
Then we have two topologies on each X(f) t namely the product 
topology p and the topology of uniform convergence of the c o l l e c -
t ion of the metric spaces {(X-^, ef^)! k e o>3 . 
For every f e eupp S put 
H(f) - - ixeX(f) ) there ex i s t s <fe SD(f) such that x la constant 
on each Z e cf and, for each Z e cf , the value x . of x at Z e Z 
l e In Hi, 
Y(f) - 4 x e X ( f ) I there ex i s t s y c H ( f ) ouch that Xg - j z for a l l 
JL* L(f ) \ K, where K le f i n i t e i . 
the topology investigated on Y(f) l e the infimum of the topo-
log lee p and m, I . e . a local base of a point x €Y(f ) la formed by 
a l l the se t s 
XC«n<V*J1T | C* |>. 
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where KsL(f) i s finite such that z.&H for a l l I e L(f) \ Kt Uk 
i s a neighbourhood of x^ in I k for each kcK and V i s a neigh-
bourhood of -fx. I /£ c I»(f)\ K? in the space A TT „ (X- , 6L ) , 
where H denotes the product of metric spaces endowed with the 
metric 
£(a,b) • sup 6^ ( a ^ , ^ ) . 
Proposition, for each f e supp S, Y(f) i s an element of 
CHSCW. Moreover, for every f §ge supp Sf 
Y(f)*Y(g) i s homeomorphio to Y(f+g). 
Proof. Every Y(f) with f e supp S i s in CHSCW, evidently. 
The bisection p f g maps Y(f)*Y(g) precisely onto Y(f+g), this 
follows frosi the definition of SD(f), 3 ( g ) , 3(f+g)* since i t 
only permutes coordinates, i t i s a homeomorphism. 
I II .3 . We finish this part with the construction of the 
starting collection 36 - {Z^lk e col of elements of CHSCW, the 
system of continuous metrics i ^ l k e co ? , ^ on Xj., and the 
distinguished subset H of a l l the X-g'ft* The proof that this col-
lection really leads to a productive representation of a given 
semigroup S s l i (with oountable support) wil l be given in the 
next part IT* 
Let M - 4K|c\k c col be a pairwise disjoint system of inf i -
nite subsets of co \ 4 0 ,1 | # Let us express each M̂  as an increa-




Let Zg, B, * m, D^ be as la II. 6. We define the space X^ by means 
of the system <Z It c col of spaoes. We multiply them by one-
"kti 
point spaces to make them disjoint, then we form their (disjoint) 
union and add one point mors* Thus, 
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X. - t c r l u . U \2~±}y.Zm . 
* +*0 " ^ i 
Let us denote 
CO 4 , J - V * 
G . . U ^ l x t B M O } ) 
H » { > $ u G. 
Clearly, H£Xk for a l l k & o> . We define the topology of X^ as 
fol lows: 
each {2 J-x Z^ i s a clopen subspace of Xu (homeomorphic 
"hc.i * 
to Z as in I I . 6 f under (2~ fx) AA/-**X), a loca l base of tT in 
X,,. laiicfiu.U. \2~±lxZm I J e o 5 • -k v * * m - ^ -
Nowf we define the continuous metric 6V on X^. 
Gv(x>7)~ |(2"
1+2""3) wheneTer i 4 » j , x e ^ " " 1 } * ^ f K -> " k ^ 
y e { 2 ^ J x Z ; 
# k ( x f <f ) * w • 2"
1 wheneTer x e 4 2 " i i x. Z f 
6*k(x fy)» » • 2"
1 * t: (x f y) wheneTer x fy6.Z and 
x f ± JCfi 
x » (2""1fx)f y • (2""
1
fy)f where ir i s as in I I . 6 . 
Then diam Xv» 1 and, since each r i s a continuous me t r i o on 
k ^k . i 
Z f 6\ i s r e a l l y a continuous metric on X^. Moreover, s ince 
ic f i 
eTery t f f l determines the topology on B (see I I . 6 ) f 0^ real ly de-
termines the topology on H and a l l the me t r i o s 0- . f k e oi f co-
incide on H. F inal ly f l e t us denote 
TK. 4 - (2"
1tO)e-f2"1}xZB L c L t i f c 6 ) * 
f e conclude; l e t a semigroup S S- IU with oountable support 
supp S he given, l e t 9 C » { X ] c l k e ^ } be the c o l l e c t i o n of spaces 
jus t constructed; for eaoh f & supp S, l e t 1( f ) he the space 
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constructed by means of 3£ as in III.2 and, for erery AeS f le t 
Y(A) be a coproduct of # copies of each Y(f) with f e A. Then 
06) Y(A) i s an element of CHSCW and 
fi) i f AfB€Sf then Y(A)xY(B) i s homeomorphic to Y(A+B). 
In the next part IV f we pro TO the following implication. 
r if AfB£S and Y(A) i s homeomorphic to a clopen sub-
(*) i 
i space of Y(B)f then A SB. 
This will complete the proof of the Main Theorem because e-
Tery countable oommutatiTe semigroup is isomorphic to a subse-
migroup of iU f by 1123. 
IV. The recognizing of A from Y(A). In this part, we show 
that the set A C S of sequences can be recognized from the topolo-
gical structure of the space Y(A). We present the definitions 
1 - 4 below and proTe that P(Y(A)) « A. 
IV. 1. Definition 1. Let P be a topological space. We say 
that xc P is essential in P iff idp I > 1 and any neighbourhood 
of x contains a clopen subset of P, which is a regular space. We 
say that x is distinguished if it is essential in P and there ex-
ists its neighbourhood V such that if y € V is essential in 
Pf then idp y- idp x. 
Definition 2. Let P be a topological space. Por erery x6P, 
we define 
q(x) • < m € co I erery neighbourhood of x contains a distin-
guished point y with idp y - mj. 
Definition 3. Let M^ --Crn^ ofmk 1f...} be as in III.3. 
Let P be a topological space. For erery x € P and erery k c <* 
define ©x(k) & o> and gJ[(k) « co u -Ceo* by 
i Q o (k) iff for erery m 4 c*> and erery neighbourhood 1£ 
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of x there exists 2 e % such that card q(z) » j and q(z) c 
£M\{0f1f...fm*f 
gx(lc) • sup ox(x). 
Remark, For every topological space P and every x € P, we 
have defined a function g^: a)—> CJV-ICJI . Let us write 
g y < g y 
i f f g y (k) .4g x (k) for a l l k € o> and gy^g.^. 
Definit ion 4. Let P be a topological space. Put 
V(P) a - i x e P I there e x i s t s a neighbourhood 1C of x such 
that gy< g x for every y e 1l\ixil9 
f(P) - ^ g x i x e ? ( P ) K 
Remark. As mentioned above, we are going to prove that for 
every A 6 S f 
P(Y(A)) - A. 
(More prec i se ly , CO i s never a value of g^ for any xeV(Y(A)) f 
hence g z can be regarded as a function CJ —> CJ and in t h i s 
sense F(Y(A)> - A.) 
This w i l l imply ( * ) i n I I I . 3 9 as we show below. 
IY.2. F i r s t , we discuss essent ia l and distinguished points* 
Observations, a) I f Zffl i s a s i n I I . 6 , then 0 i s i t s uni -
que essent ia l point , hence i t i s i t s distinguished point. 
b) Since each copy of Y(f) with f cA i s a clop en sub space 
of Y(A)f x s Y ( f ) I s e s sent ia l in Y(f) and i d y , ^ x - n i f f x i s 
e s sent ia l i n Y(A) and i&y(A) x * *• H e n c e z i B distinguished In 
Y(f) i f f i t i s distinguished in Y(A) (more prec i se ly , x c ( Y ( f ) ) , f 
where (Y(f ) ) j i s a copy of Y(f) in Y(A) « ^ ^ ( Y ( f ) ) j f U d e ~ 
* « A 
noting the coproduct). 
Let L(f) and I be as in III.2, let X^, B^, Gf p^ ̂  be as 
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in III.3. 
Lemma A. Let xeY(f) he such that all its coordinates x^ f 
id L(f)9 are in G. Then x is not essential in Y(f). 
Proof. If x e G for Ze L(f)f then id x • 0 hence x is not 
essential. 
Lemma B. Let x be in Y(f) and there exists tcL(f) such that 
the t-th coordinate x^ of x is in E^ • Then x is not essential in 
Y(f). 
Proof. Let us suppose x^fcE^ • Since E^ is open in X-£ 9 
Y ( f ) o ( E f ^ c L r j M t 5 i f ) 
i s a neighbourhood of x in Y(f) which does not contain a clopen 
regular subs pace because B-g does not contain a clopen regular sub-
space. 
Lemma C. Let KcL(f) be non-empty and f i n i t e , l e t the coor-
dinates of a point x 6 Y ( f ) f u l f i l l the following! 
xz i s in G for a l l I e L(f )N K, 
Xg » Pji(^) *or a l l i e K (for a suitable US ) e o ) . 
Then x i s essent ial in Y(f) and 
idY(f) * - ^ K mzAur 
Proof. ETery neighbourhood of x in Y(f) contains a neighbour-
hood of the form 
Y(f)r> ( V x X T U , ) f 
where ^ is a neighbourhood of x^ • Pr i(/) in x2 and ^ iB a 
subspace of the metrizable space § 7*1^ * ̂ *\ (where 1*1 is as 
in III.2). Consequently every neighbourhood of x in Y(f) contains 
a clopen regular subspace (by II.6) and io^f) x mJ£-K*j i t e )
> 1 » 
(by II.5). 
Proposition. Let x be in Y(f). Then x ia dipJ t>̂ uished in 
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Y(f) iff precisely one coordinate of x is equal to p, . and all 
the others are in G. 
Proof, a) Let x be in Y(f)f xa s G for all ie L(f)\-itif x+ « 
» Pifi. Put 
U ^ « G for all ^eL(f)N-[tl 
Then %» Y(f) n TT v U, is a neighbourhood of x in Y(f).By Lemmas /& i_cf) * 
A-Ct y e 11 is essential iff yeY(f), y ^ G for all I e L(f)N|tl 
*»<-> y^» p-g i# Then id y =» m-g ̂ » id xf hence x is a distinguished 
point of Y(f). 
b) Conversely, let x be a distinguished point of Y(f). Since 
x is essential, none of its coordinates are in some E, , by Lemma B. 
Hence all its coordinates are in H « i<y\ uG, except, possibly, fi-
nitely many which are equal to some p^ , s. First,we prove that no 
coordinate of x can be equal to r . Thus, let us suppose that there 
exists teL(f) such that x+acr .Then every neighbourhood of x con-
tains infinitely many essential points z with id z all distinct.In 
fact,we can choose Z+- pr .» with sufficiently large i and,since no 
coordinate of x is in E^ and G is dense in each I. \ E. , we can 
find Zj in G arbitrarily close to x^ for all Xe L(f)\-Ttl such 
that z * \z^ \Z 6 L(f)} is in Y(f) and sufficiently close to x. 
Then z is an essential point of Y(f) with id z » m-: i# And x is 
an accumulation point of all such z s with all larger i's, so x 
cannot be a distinguished point of Y(f). Thus, if x is a distin-
guished point of Y(f), then there exists KsL(f) finite such that 
x^G G for all Ze L(f)^K, 
x, » p j ±(£) for a l l I 6 K (and suitable i(Z ) e o ) . 
By Lemma Af K i s non-empty. Let us suppose that card K>1 . Then 
id x « . 2-y m- *(a\ but every i t s neighbourhood contains an es -
sent ia l point y with id y » ia-g J / ^ J for t€K. In fac t , i f 
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7t « xg for a l l I e ( L ( f ) \ K)u -tt$ and y^ i s in G and s u f f i c i -
ently c lose to X£ for a l l / e K\-Ct$f then rea l ly y i s an essen-
t i a l point with id y * a.j -tr*)* i f card K> 1 f then id y=f*id x f 
which i s a contradiction.* Consequently card K « 1.* 
IV,3. How, we Invest igate the invariant q(x) froa Def ini t ion 
2 . 
Observation* If Q i s a clopen subspace of P and x e Q , then 
qp(x) m qu(x)9 evidently.. Hence for every f c A and x e Y ( f ) 9 
q Y U ) ( x ) - q y ( f ) ( x ) . 
Lemma* Let x be in Y(f) 9 m be i n CJ . Then meq(x) i f f no 
coordinate of x i s i n any E^ and at l e a s t one coordinate of x i s 
equal to p^ * with a^ ^» a* 
Proof. I f a coordinate of x e l ( f ) belongs to soae B^, then 
x has a neighbourhood containing no e s sent ia l point so that q(x)« 
m 0 . Hence i f q(x)4-0 f no coordinate of x i s i n any E^. I f no co-
ordinate of x i s equal to p^ i with m̂  ^» a9 then x has a neigh-
bourhood containing no dist inguished point y with id y » a9 t h i s 
fol lows froa IV.2 Proposition* hence a 4 q ( x ) . Conversely,, l e t us 
suppose that a t l e a s t one coordinate of x i s equal to p-̂  ^ with 
B^ j • ID, say the t - t h one9 and no coordinate x$ of x i s in Bj • 
Since G i s dense in each I | \ B? , we can find a distinguished 
point y su f f i c i en t ly c lose to y such that 
* t " x t " *lc#i» 
j t e G for a l l I e L ( f ) \ i t J 9 
hence id y « m. Thus, a a q(x) . 
IV.4. Let us inves t igate the invariants froa Definit ion 3. 
Dbserration. I f Q i s a clopen subspace of P and x c Q f then 
the def in i t ion of a^flc) and g^Oc) with respeot to P art with 
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respect to Q coincide. 
Lemma. Let x he in Y ( f ) . If some coordinate x^ of x i s i n 
Ey f then cx(k) - -CO* for a l l k e c*> . Otherwise, gJ.(k) i s the 
number of a l l the coordinates Xg of x t for which simultaneously 
I m k and x0 » cr . x> 
Proof. If a coordinate Xj of x i s in Er f then x has a 
neighbourhood % containing no e s sent ia l point so that q(z) » 
• 0 for every z e % f hence card q(z) » 0; consequently c (k) • 
• <01 for a l l k e c o , 
Let us suppose that no coordinate x„ of x i s i n Ejr . Let 
k 6 co be given* we denote by K£L(f) the se t of a l l I e L(f) 
such that Z m k and x£ » c (hence card K^f(3f))« 
a) We prove that card K-^g^k). Let a neighbourhood % of 
x and a 6 o> be given. We can find % 6 U with q(-5)& M ^ «C0 f... 
• • • f a $ and card q(ss) * card K as fol lows: we choose d i s t i n c t num-
bers m̂  - m j t I €> Kf i n M k ; \ i 0 f . . . f m f such that p^ w£* i s suf-
f i c i e n t l y c lose to or and put 
*t -*k f i to
 , o r &11 * e K 
z^ C G sufficiently close to x^ for all ̂  e L(f)\ K 
(since G is dense in X; \ B- , this is possible) and such that 
z m \z£ t i e L(f)} is in Y(f). Then q(z) » * H^ ± ^ I <* € K{t by 
IV. 3 Lemma. Since card q(x) * card Kf card Keo z(k) f to that 
card K^g x(k). 
b) To prove the converse inequality let us denote 
%% m X£ whenever either 2 & k or x^ » a, 
% *i 2^i(X }3 x 2V whenever / - k and x, 6 f 2~*W )* * 
<ř.Щ) 
Gћoost ю> шax <(-Ô* І ( £ ) I % * XЪ ^ ш å -*** 
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* - « « " A V u ř > * i 
Clearly, U is a neighbourhood of x and card q ( z ) . ^ c a r d K for 
every a. e 01 with q(a)£ M^N-lO,... fm?. Consequently, ĝ t̂ic) £ 
£ card K. 
IV.5. Howt we investigate the invariants V(P) f P(P) from 
Definition 4. 
Observation. If Q is a clopen subspace of Pf then 
V(Q) m QnV(P) and P(Q)c!(P), 
Proposition. For every A C S and f € At 
V(Y(f)) consists precisely of the point with all coordinates 
equal to <? f F(Y(f)) - Kt\ and F(Y(A)) - A. 
Proof. This follows easily from IV.4 Lemma. 
Corollary. If A,BcS and Y(A) is homeomorphlc to a clopen 
subspace of Y(B), then 
A m ?(Y(A))SF(Y(B)) » B. 
Thus, we have proved (*.) in III. 3* 
V. Some strengthenings of the Main Theorem. 
V.1. The following strengthening can be seen immediately 
from the proof of the Main Theorem: If S is a commutative semi-
group (not necessarily countable) such that there exists an em-
bedding 
qsS — > V 
with U s 9 ( 8 ) countablef then S has a productive representation 
in the class CHSCI. This has e.g. the following consequences: 
a) The additive group (Rf+) of all real numbers has a pro-
ductive representation in CHSCW. (In fact, there exists an em-
bedding <y:(Qf+)—> IU of the additive group of all rational 
numbers with cy(q) r\op(q#) * 0 whenever q4*q#» by t12l. Then 
y : (Rf+) —-• til defined by 
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^ ( r ) ш «Уft? ( < l ) 
1*1 
i s an embedding of (R,t) into U and <J0wlr) i s countable.) 
b) There i s an XG CHSCW which has 2 non-homeomorphic 
square roots . (In fact , put S « exp CJ and s + s ' » 0 for a l l 
s,8 6 3 . Put S » - t s £ S ! c a r d 8-£1?. Then there i s an embedding 
<y:SQ—> IU with 9 ( 8 ) 0 9 ( 3 ' ) « 0 whenever 8 * 8 % by C123. 
Then y : S —> «U , defined by 
y(0) • <y(0) 
*r(s) « CJ.v ^ ( a ) ^ r s e S , s * 0 „ .*v c ^ ^ 
i s an embedding with LJ y ( s ) countable. I f • f X ( s ) l s £ S } i s a 
productive representation of (S,+) in CHSCW, then the apace X » 
• 1(0) has 2 non-homeomorphic square root s . ) 
V.2. Let us describe another strengthening of the Main 
Theorem: Let a space P i n CHSCW and a sub semigroup S of (LI with 
countable support be given. Then there e x i s t s a productive re -
presentation -JZ(A)tA<=S$ of S in CHSCW such that P i s a retract 
of each representing space Z(A). In fact , put 
where B eCHSCW i s a space such that the points x with i d x > 0 
are dense in i t . Define 9C • $Xkl k c «-> 1 as i n I I I . 3 and, for 
every f c supp S and A c S , define Y(f) and Y(A) by means of X 
as in I I I . 2 . F ina l ly , for every A c S , put 
Z(A) - JLi TnxY(A)# 
Clearly, P i s a retract of Z(A). Since eaoh Y(A) i s homeomorph-
1c to a co pro duct of s*. copies of i t s e l f , we see that 
Z(A)xZ(B) i s homeomorphlc to Z(A + B) . 
And we can recognize the se t ACS from the structure of Z(A) 
as i n IT. In f a c t , no Tnx Y(A) with n > 0 contains e s sent ia l 
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points (because of the factor E) BO that only T°x Y(A) (which i s 
homeomorphic to Y(A) because T° i s a one-point space) influences 
the invariants c x , g^, BO that 
V(Z(A)) - Y(Y(A)) and f (Z(A)) - *(Y(A)). 
Consequently, i f Z(A) i s homeomorphic to a clopen sub space of 
Z(B) t then A SB. 
Corollary. Every space P i n CHSCW 1B a retract of a space 
*o in CHSCW having 2 non-homeomorphic square roots or of a space 
I e CHSCW homeomorphic to Ir hut not to I , 
V.3. The next strengthening of the Main Theorem i s as f o l -
lows: Given a semigroup S&IU with countable support and a spa-
*o 
ce P i n CHSCW, there are 2 non-homeomorphic productive repre-
sentations of S i n CHSCW such that each representing space has P 
as i t s re trac t . (We say that (Z(A)t A c s ! and -£z'(A)lAeS? are 
non-homeomorphic representations i f none of the spaces Z(A^9 A € S , 
i s homeomorphic to any of the spaces Z*(B), B e S . ) In f a c t , the 
construction of the productive representation presented i n I I I 
depends on a given pairwise d i s jo int system M * -tM l̂k s c*>$ of 
i n f i n i t e subsets of O) . I f we choose M' « 4 M l̂k e <x>? such that 
(*rV«.Vrt <!««<> -«----*• 
then none of the spaces Z(A), A t S , of the productive represen-
tat ion constructed by means of M i s homeomorphic to any of the 
spaces z ' ( B ) , B e S , of the representation constructed by means of 
M ( t h i s can be seen using the method of IT. } • 
V.4. Let us mention the following general izat ion of the 
Main fheorem: In 113, J. Adamek and V. Koubek invest igate a sum-
produotive representation of an ordered commutative semigroup 
( S 9 + 9 £ ) i n a category 9C with f i n i t e products and f i n i t e oopro-
duots (-sums). I t i s a ool leotion-{X(e)l s c S J of objeots of 3C 
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such that 
( i ) X ( s 1 ) x X ( s 2 ) i s isomorphic to X(s.j+s2) for a l l s 1 t s 2 € S ; 
( i i ) X(s.j) i s a summand of X(s 2 ) i f f s ^ S g . 
For X • CHSCW, being a summand i s precise ly being homeomor-
phic to a clopen subspace. 
(Any commutative semigroup (S,+) can be ordered'by the d iscrete 
order ( i . e . any two d is t inct elements are incomparable.) Then a 
sum-productive representation kX(s),8 6 S i in CHSCW f u l f i l s ( i ) 
and 
i f s.j-4-s2 then neither X(s^) i s homeomorphic to a clopen 
subspace of X(s2) nor X(s 2) i s homeomorphic to a clopen subspace 
of X ( 8 1 ) . ) 
The semigroup (Li & e ip a*0* i s an ordered semigroup, i t i s 
ordered by inclus ion. I f S c -J has countable support, we have 
constructed i t s productive representation {Y(A)lA£Si such that 
( # ) of I I I . 3 i s f u l f i l l e d . This means that |Y(A)tAc Si I s a sum-
productive representation of S, where S inher i t s i t s order from 
UJ . And, by £13, every countable ordered commutative semigroup 
( 3 , + , £ ) can be embedded in (U such that s-j-£a2 i f f <f{n<\) Q 
9cp( s 2 ) (where <p i s the embedding). Consequently, 
every countable ordered commutative semigroup has a sum-pro-
ductive representation in CHSCW. 
Moreover, also some uncountable ordered oommutative semi-
groups have a sum-productive representation in CHSCW - the e x i s -
tence of an embedding onto an ordered subsemigroup of (U with a 
countable support i s a suf f ic ient condition. One can see e .g . 
that the embedding y * ( R , + ) *—• UJ from 7.1 a) preserves the or-
der so that $ Y ( y ( r ) ) l r e R\ i s a sum-productive representation 
of the addit ive group of a l l rea l numbers with their natural or-
der i n CHSCW. The strengthenings described i n 7.2 and 7.3 can be 
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dorv* also for sum-pro due tlTe representations or ordered commuta-
t i r e semigroups. 
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